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Introduction
One of the oldest and most serious hardcore bondage sets the internet has ever known. Hog Tied brings
you all the action any Dom could ever hope to learn from or any sub could ever want to pleasure herself
to. Every kind of restraint, pain for pleasure, fetish flogging or wicked machine forced orgasm you have
ever hoped to see is in these archives. No wonder this site has been around since 1997 and continues to
flourish!

Adult Review
HogTied is one of the really notable smut sites on the internet. One of a select few that have stood the test of time and
developed a loyal following of fans who are drawn to the genuine nature of the site itself. This is not a bunch of amateurs in
some warehouse pretending to be into bondage, these are professionals who know as much about ropes, pain and power
transfer role play as you know about your own occupation.
  
  Every scene features new, creative and often inventive methods of pushing the model to her limits mentally and physically
with a keen eye toward never breaking her spirit and never letting her off too easy either.
  
  The locations selected for these scenes to be filmed are fantastic and really help to set the mood. The performers are
hand-selected to make sure they are suitable for these kinds of scenes. All-stars of the B&D world like Dana Vispoli, Faith
Leone and Ava Devine are all repeat performers. Plenty of new girls you have never seen before also make appearances in
one scene or another.
  
  The tools of the trade include ropes, whips, chains and all kinds of custom made devices specifically designed to enhance
the experience of each willing model as she ventures down the dark path toward self-exploration and allows members of
HogTied to come along with her to watch over her in her time of distress.
  
  The one knock on the site is that HogTied uses a very basic black interface with minimal search functionality and style.
TheTongue would have liked to see a more intricate page design to enhance the content of the site itself. There is a memebers
only message board and comments posted by members for each update and it should be said they don't complain about the
interface... but it's only of the only flaws with the entire site so their contentment is not surprising.
  
  At a price of $34.95 a month HogTied is more expensive than most other adult sites but when you see the content they
provide and the budget their scenes require for props and locations it makes sense that they would charge a small amount
more. If S&M bondage is your thing... HogTied is well worth looking into.
  
  

Porn Summary
Go ahead and stretch out in your seat to watching a scene in which the main performer can barely stretch out a single finger
on either hand. These lovelies are restrained and violated in many ways but the pre-filming and post-filming behind the
scenes interviews assure viewers that it is not only consensual role play but also a lot of fun for each of them!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The real bondage action is worth the high price if you are a true bondage lifestyler'
Quality: 94  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 85
Support: 83 Unique: 95    Taste: 93        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Niches
Asexual, BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, PornStars

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 260
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